iHEEP workshop on financing the infrastructure projects

Bosnia and Herzegovina
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

• Ministry of Communication and Transport of Bosnia and Herzegovina

• Ministry of Transport and Communications of Federation BiH
  – Public Company Motorways of the FBiH
  – Public Company Roads of the FBiH

• Ministry of Transport and Communications of Republika Srpska
  – Public Company Motorways of the RS
  – Public Company Roads of the RS
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Sources of financing of transport infrastructure projects

- BiH budget
- Entities’ Budgets
- IPA funds - WBIF
- European Investment Bank (EIB)
- Kuwait Fund for Arab Development (KFAED)
- European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)
- World Bank
- European Central Bank (ECB)
- OPEC - negotiations
BiH budget

- Licences for Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) 2004.-2011. for design (preliminary) of motorway on Corridor Vc cca 71 mil.KM (31 mil EUR)

- Licences for Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (85% for financing of transport infrastructure) from 2011.-2015. for main design of priority sections of motorway on Corridor Vc in total cca 75 mil. KM (33 mil EUR)
  - For construction of three interstate bridges (Svilaj, Gradiška, Brčko)
  - For construction of three border crossings (Svilaj, Gradiška, Bijača)
  - For preliminary design of Adriatic-Ionian motorway section through BiH
  - For Transport strategy document
Motorway on Corridor Vc
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IPA FUNDS - WBIF

- Construction of the highway exchange Mahovljani, SEETO Core Network, EUR 5.000.000

DESIGNING in total EUR 18.100.000:
- Main design, revision of design and preparing of tender of dossier for works for the section Konjic-Mostar (sjever)
- Updating existing documentation, revision of design for the sections on the By-pass Mostar and By-pass Blagaj
- Design of documentation for construction of the SEETO Comprehensive Network Route 3
- Preliminary Studies and Designs for construction of expressway on the SEETO Comprehensive Network Route 3: Sarajevo-Vardiste
- Design of documentation for construction of the SEETO Comprehensive Network Route 2a
IPA FUNDS - WBIF

- Preliminary Studies and Designs for improvement (Betterment) of the road on the SEETO Comprehensive Network Route 2a:
  - LOT 1: Lasva-Jajce-Ugar
  - LOT 2: Ugar-Banja Luka including Banja Luka By-pass
- Main Design and investment support for the section of Motorway on Corridor Vc: section Zenica(sjever)- Žepče(Ozimica) (in cooperation with EIB)
- Completing of Preliminary Design, Updating of Feasibility study and Preparing of Main Design for the E-road from Brod na Drini (Foca) to Hum (Scepan Polje) including interstate bridge (Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro) and Studies concerning the improvement of the E-road from Sarajevo to Foca (in cooperation with the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development – EBRD).
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THANK YOU!

vera.blagojevic@mkt.gov.ba